LANDSCAPE PLAN WITH SURVEY OVERLAI

- **NEW CONCRETE PATH**
  - Refer GGI DWG L4.10
- **NEW CAR PARKING**
  - Refer CRC DWG 22668-04
- **NEW FITNESS**
  - Not in this contract
- **REMOVE EXISTING CCA PINE POST & RAIL VEHICULAR BARRIERS TO SIMS ESPALANDE**
  - Install: 145mm square black bollards, stainless steel capped, at 1500mm centre spacing on existing alignment, or min. 1000mm back from edge of asphalt
  - Continue to meet chainage 400.00, refer DWG L3.00
- **REMOVE ALL EXISTING DUNAL FENCING, POST & WIRE**
  - Install 1 x stainless steel capped Replas 145mm bollard at each beach access location
  - For client review: 170330 RG
  - For pricing: 170510 RG
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LANDSCAPE PLAN WITH SURVEY OVERLAID

SCALE 1: 200 @ A1

REMOVE ALL EXISTING DUNAL FENCING, POST & WIRE

EXISTING BIKEABLE & TAP POINT

REMOVE 15 x 400mm - COCONUT PALM, INCLUDING STUMP, RETAIN ALL TREES & PLANTS TO THE DUNE, DO NOT DISTURB DUNE.

INSTALL NEW TAP POINT FOR KITE SURF WASH DOWN

RESURFACE AREA MATCHED TO EXISTING PATH TO BASE OF DUNE. RE-LANDSCAPE FOR LAY-ON TURF, DUNE SHIELD BANDING.

GRADE TO ALLOW FALL TOWARDS BEACH ACCESS PATH.

LANDSCAPE TO BE TURFED - ZONE MB11. SUPPLY TURF SUPPLIER, "TROPICAL LAWN" SEED MIX, TOPDRESS, FERTILISER, AND LAWN FOR SUPPLY INSTRUCTIONS.

AREA SHOWN TO BE BURIED. RETAIN FURNITURE ORNAMENTS.

DUNE STABILISATION W/PY (DUNE-MANAGEMENT, BAYFEG MANUFACTURER). SUPPLY TURF SUPPLIER, "TROPICAL LAWN" SEED MIX, TOPDRESS, FERTILISER, AND LAWN FOR SUPPLY INSTRUCTIONS.

DO NOT DISTURB NATURAL DUNE LANDFORM

INSTALL NEW GOOSE EYE SHADED CS SHELTER 3 x 3m OVER EXISTING CONCRETE SLAB & PLATFORM

REMOVE ALL DUNAL FENCING

INSTALL NEW TAP POINT FOR KITE SURF WASH DOWN

EXISTING B/C

INSTALL 1 X STAINLESS STEEL CAPPED REPLAS 145mm BLACK BOLLARD AT EACH BEACH ACCESS LOCATION ADJACENT TO SHARED PATH

EXISTING BENCH TO BE RELOCATED ADJACENT TO NEW WASH LICK BLOCK PATH AS SHOWN.

NEW WASH LICK & STORAGE 600mm

PIPE MATERIAL: RECOMMENDED SUPPLIER FREE TO DUPLICATE.

NEW POWER, WATER & SEWAGE CONNECTIONS REQUIRED

EXISTING BENCH

RETURN EXISTING PVC BOLLARD & STEEL RAM MOUNTS

EXISTING WHITE PVC BOLLARD ARE TO BE PAINTED TO MATCH NEW DESIGN. REPLACE 145MM SQUARE BLACK BOLLARD

YELLOW SCAFFOLDING SHOWN (REMOVABLE)